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Introduction 
 
That’s all folks!!!  
 
After the Unsolved: Hinterkaifeck, another game as part of the Game Praktikum            
comes to an end! This project consists one of the most important part of our studies                
and it has been an amazing, although challenging, but definitely rewarding           
experience. In the previous milestone of the Playtesting Report, we introduce our            
game to users of different backgrounds in order to receive their feedback and             
improve and polish even more our levels in the game. In this final report with which                
we conclude this project, we present our modifications that took place after analysing             
all the feedback we received from users and playtesting. Furthermore, we present an             
insight of all the journey of developing the game WubWub Arena, all the difficulties              
we handled and the lessons we took and last but not least, our personal overview of                
this long experience. So let’s get started! 
 

Minor Modifications 
 
After the playtesting week, we took advantage of the feedback we received from a              
big group of users with diverse characteristics and backgrounds and we polished our             
game even more. This happened although we were close to the end as we wanted               
the game to reach its maximum potential and to be as clean as it could get. So                 
briefly mentioning the comments we received, we added descriptions to the skills            
and controls instruction as many users did not know exactly what every skill does              
and represents inside the game. Except that, although thinking to remove the final             
boss in the two arenas of Popsicle and Jazz due to comments for high difficulty, for                
reasons of purpose and meaningfulness of the player, the final bosses stayed inside             
the game and we tried to reduce the difficulty by adding health packs and making               
them a bit easier. Moreover, we polished a bit more the levels and fixed some minor                
bugs and details so they look even more representative of the atmosphere of the              
music they represent. For example, in the Jazz Arena, we configures the lights and              
the smoke so it can give the game the proper feeling and added a model of the final                  
boss, “The Joker” the fits the dark “decayed” environment that we designed.  
In the following pictures, those changes are presented:  
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Health Packs added: 

 
 
 
Descriptions in skills added: 

 
 
 
Final Boss Added: 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
All 3 levels now: 
  
Popsicle Arena: 

 
 
 
Rock/ Metal Arena: 

 
 
Jazz Arena: 
 

 
 



 
 
 

 

Was our project a success? 
We do consider our project a success. The reason we are considering it a success               
can be split into two parts. The first part is related to the projects tasks and task                 
assignment. We managed to deliver more than 90% from functional to high target             
tasks before the playtesting iteration. This allowed us to cover more aspects of the              
game and enhance the game experience from the feedbacks. We can say that our              
time management was just right and it affected the final outcome of the project. The               
second part is related to the actual feedback we got from the testers and friends. The                
feedback was positive. It was mainly focused on how our idea is different than the               
normal and how it contribute in changing the music listening experience. Other            
feedbacks were on how polished were our levels, gameplay and animations. In            
addition to that technically we managed to deliver what we promised in our project              
proposal: a game that responds to sound. Adding all those factors together, we             
assume that it is enough to consider that our project is a success. 
 
 
Goals:  
Our idea was to make a fighting game that responds to the music played in the                
background affecting the speed of the gameplay and the game environment visually            
and physically. 
 
As mentioned before we managed 90% of the main task before the playtesting. We              
were missing some small components in UI and a couple of models for decoration in               
the Jazz level. We couldn’t finish all the tasks we wished to have, especially, the               
ones under the extras categories, such as having mini bonus games and having             
machine learning algorithm that categorizes the music. However, we had time to do             
some others extras like mini events for Boss fights and terrain manipulation. We had              
a couple of delayed tasks that were left even after the alpha release like Youtube               
video stream and Web Radio Stream and the reason was due some technical             
difficulty in Unity to realise them. Some other were left because they didn’t have an               
urgent priority like having high score system online. We marked such tasks in yellow              
because at least we gave them a try but we didn’t manage to deliver them. 
 
Development Cycles: 
For realising the functional and low targets we can say we had a smooth journey. It                
started to get harder starting from the desired and high targets. The reason was due               
to Unity’s incapability to realize such tasks in a direct way. For example, when we               
wanted to load MP3 files, Unity doesn’t support this feature on Windows and we              
needed to integrate an audio converter to solve this issue. During the early phase of               
the game and the playtesting phase we had an issue with the game balance. For               



 
 
 

example, the enemies/boss damage compared to the player’s, or the player health            
compared to the song length. It took from us some time to figure out a good balance                 
and we needed to introduce some new unplanned elements in the game (health             
packs/spells/etc..) to make it more stable. One more advice we got at the beginning              
is to start small and think small. We did that this time, we maximized all our efforts at                  
the beginning to finish the Rock/Metal arena. We had all our scripts ready and              
working, and it was just a matter of time to extend those scripts into new levels.                
Overall, the development process was different from our last project, it was more             
challenging, but we managed to solve most of the obstacles that we faced in the               
allowed time. Below you can see a picture of our tasks, what was planned out in the                 
beginning and what was accomplished in the end. 
 
 
 
Functional 
Minimum Your Low Target 

Your Desired 
Target Your High Target Your Extras 

Loading Music Loading Music Loading Music Loading Music Loading Music 

Single track 
uploading 

Upload multiple 
tracks Create playlists Web Radio Stream 

Youtube video 
stream 

Enemies & AI Enemies & AI Enemies & AI Enemies & AI Enemies & AI 

Simple enemies 
Enemies with 
animations 

Enemies with 
abilities Boss Fights 

Boss fights with 
mini events 

Environment Environment Environment Environment Environment 

Rock/Metal Level 
Electronic Dance 
Music Level Pop Music Level 

Level to host all other 
music genres Bonus Mini Game 

Visual Effects Visual Effects Visual Effects Visual Effects Visual Effects 

Lights  Volumetric Lights 
Advanced Light 
behavior 

Dynamic Particle 
Effects 

Terrain 
manipulation 

Materials Camera effects Shader Effects Water/Fire elements  

System System System System System 

Get the intensity of 
the sound 

Get intensity of 
specific frequencies 

Make our system 
interpolate between 
values for better 
visual results 

Make levels react to 
different presets 
based on the songs 
category 

Use machine 
learning in order to 
categorize songs 

Character Modeling 
& Animations 

Character Modeling 
& Animations 

Character Modeling 
& Animations 

Character Modeling 
& Animations 

Character 
Modeling & 
Animations 

Humanoid character 
with running 
animations 

Add some fighting 
animations 

Add spells & skills 
animations 

Create different outfits 
for the player to 
choose 

Add more 
characters 

UI UI UI UI UI 

Add a simple menu 
Allow user to choose 
skills ,songs & levels 

Health bars & skill 
cooldowns Highscore tables 

Online highscore 
tables 

Fighting 
Mechanism 

Fighting 
Mechanism 

Fighting 
Mechanism Fighting Mechanism 

Fighting 
Mechanism 

Simple melee hits Combo moves Variety of spells   

 



 
 
 

Project Structure 
 
Project structure served as a backbone for development cycles and helped us to             
keep on schedule. 
We had the idea of integrating a sound interaction within a game since the start of                
the year. Then in the beginning of the game lab course, when we learned the topic of                 
the game, we reshaped the idea a little bit to suit the topic and presented it at “Game                  
idea pitch” milestone. We got inspirations from existing games with similar ideas in             
terms of audio interaction (Thumper, Audiosurf) and fighting gameplay with abilities           
(DotA, WoW). During “Prototyping” milestone we worked in parallel on two things.            
We worked on and finalized the core element of the game, the audio spectrum              
analyzer. At the same time, we worked on a physical prototype. The prototype and              
feedback we got from other people in the class helped us further add, remove and               
tune gameplay elements. During “Interim” and “Alpha” milestones, we developed          
three arenas for the game, one after another, trying to make them authentic and              
visually suited for the chosen music genre. Rock/metal arena was designed first. The             
design of the arena, the visual effects, the enemies and the enemy boss – all of this                 
was implemented with an idea of having rock/metal music playing. The next arena is              
Popsicle arena designed with modern pop and EDM with so-called “bass drop” in             
mind. The static design, the visual effects and gameplay elements are in futuristic             
style that suits the selected music genre. The third arena is Jazz arena designed              
with jazz music in mind – the setting, the enemies, visual effects and gameplay              
aspects. 
One aspect that came up during these development stages was balance: how we             
should include abilities; some abilities are much more powerful/useful than others           
and so should the cooldowns differ; enemy spawns happen according to music            
beats/rhythm making choice of music basically decide how hard the game will be             
and we had to tune and play with the enemy spawn thresholds. Balancing continued              
at “Playtesting” stage as well. Now we had bigger and more diverse audience that              
we were testing our game with. Changes were made to UI and gameplay tuning:              
health, movement speed and damage of the enemies; introduction of health packs to             
increase survivability. Several bugs were encountered during playtesting and fixed          
by now. Overall, the project structure was helpful and was guiding us from one              
development step to the next one. The change we would suggest is to encourage              
people to test the game at each milestone. It might not be a big testing like in                 
Playtesting stage, but showing the game to other people and getting some feedback             
at each step starting from prototype helps a lot. It also would be helpful to get                
feedbacks from supervisors. 
 

 



 
 
 

Our Experience 
 
Lessons learned :  
 
Same as last year we still believe that this and the previous game praktikums are by                
far the most important we will take on during our masters here. The “healthy              
competition” with the other teams combined with the freedom we are given when it              
comes to developing our games created the perfect conditions for constantly testing            
and trying out new ideas that lead us to learning more skills. More specifically this               
semester we:  

● Learned a great deal on how to analyse sound and use its different properties 
to enhance the user experience 

● Because our last game lacked a UI , this semester we learned a lot on how to 
create a UI design that is simple but also offers maximum feedback. 

● We improved on a lot of game design elements mainly the balancing 
procedure since our gameplay required a lot tweaking. 

● Got better at creating good looking content !!! 
 
Last semester the main lesson we got from our project was to know our capabilities               
beforehand and not overextend, because it would only lead to frustration and            
disappointment. This semester though learning from our past mistake we were more            
humble with our goals, but wanted to provide the best possible result on the things               
we decided to include in our game. This required a lot of team communication. It               
came as the form of leaving good comments on “git commits”, having a shared              
skype group to make sure we all work on different aspects of the game at the same                 
time, making clear plans with steps for each task and also constantly “battling” each              
other when it came to new ideas and concepts each one of us wanted to introduce to                 
the game. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Technical difficulties 
 
Having experience from our last project we decided that we would focus on the              
technical part of the game very early on. Since we worked on Unity, we viewed our                
scripts as systems and made them as generic as possible in order to be more               
flexible later on . The main technical difficulties we encountered were:  
 

● Getting the different frequency values out of a sound file 
● Smoothing out the output of our sound manager 
● Creating a range of scripts for different elements like lights & particles that 

react to the music 
● Converting sound files from one format to another because Unity and mp3 

don’t work well together  
● Being able to import songs from different sources 

 
From the above we managed to overcome all of them, with the only exception being               
importing songs from youtube that was beyond our capabilities. 
 
The Theme 
 
This semester’s theme was very refreshing because in a way it could show us the               
direction we had to head towards. Also, in comparison with last semester’s, it was              
much more specific and this allowed us to draw inspiration from other games that              
most of us were pretty accustomed to. At the same time though knowing that the               
project is not strict at all when it comes to the theme, we felt comfortable enough to                 
try new stuff and think out of the box. 
Last semester we were kind of afraid of the theme because during brainstorming a              
lot of ideas got rejected simply because we were not sure if they would fit the theme                 
or not. More experience now we realise that the project is laid out in such a way that                  
it gives us a certain mechanic or concept to revolve around and make it easier for us                 
to make plans and discuss ideas but at the same time it’s loose enough so that it                 
doesn’t constrain us. It also acts as a point of reference with the other teams which                
is very nice, since even though our games are quite different each team can still               
draw inspiration from each other. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
Future projects 
 
For this master’s program this was the last time the four of us worked together as a                 
team on a project since most of us will have only our thesis left next semester. This                 
does not though mean that we will not work together again. This and the last project                
allowed us to get huge amounts of experience when it comes to working as a team,                
laying out goals, expressing our ideas, planning and communicating. We could say            
we worked out a “model” which we can reuse in any future project we participate in                
in order to save time, be efficient and productive.  
 
Conclusion 
Overall, the game lab was very successful. We once again worked as a team, came               
up with an interesting and challenging idea: integrating music into gameplay. We            
went step by step from one milestone to another; at the end we reached all the goals                 
we set in the beginning and we have the game we are proud to present. This course                 
has definitely added some experience to all of us. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Project Source Files : Files 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B84rWiUa3sJaUzBIQkRCZ2Qtc0U

